Integrating forward and reverse proteomics to unravel protein function.
To date, proteomics approaches have aimed to either identify novel proteins or change in protein expression/modification in various organisms under normal or disease conditions. One major aspect of functional proteomics is to identify protein biological properties in a given context, however, forward proteomics approaches alone cannot complete this goal. Indeed, with the increasing successes of such proteomics-based research strategies and the subsequent increasing amounts of proteins identified with unknown molecular functions, approaches allowing for systematic analyses of protein functions are desired. In this review, we propose to depict the complementarities of forward and reverse proteomics approaches in the definite understanding of protein functions. This dual strategy requires a data integration loop which allows for systematic characterization of protein function(s). The details of the integrative process combining both in silico and experimental resources and tools are presented. Altogether, we believe that the integration of forward and reverse proteomics approaches supported by bioinformatics will provide an efficient path towards systems biology.